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INTRODUCTION



THE TEAM 

I want to learn to interpret business requirement and 
turn it into actionable technical requirements for the 

team to work on. 

PM & SYSTEM ARCHITECT

To improve my technical skills by applying it on a live 
scale project. Also, I would like to gain experience on 

working on analytics related project.

FULL-STACK DEVELOPER

To apply what I’ve learned and gain insights into 
predictive data analytics project and apply machine 

learning to the project. 

DATA ANALYST

To be exposed to live scenario on how data analytics 
can be applied to generate useful and actionable insight 

for business decision. 

QA & CO-DATA ANALYST

To improve my technical skills by exploring new 
languages and working on a live scale project. 

QA & CO-BACKEND ANALYST

To gain more knowledge and insights in the field of 
marketing analytics. In addition, to create UI that will 

be able to act as a catalyst in identifying trend and 

deriving insights through data visualisation. 

UI/UX & FRONTEND DEVELOPER



1974 
FOUNDED

100+ 
Outlets

7 
Countries

Source

SCANTEAK

https://www.scanteak.com.sg/history-and-milestones


WHY SCANTEAK?

Scanteak’s growth story in many ways reflects our growth 

story of Singapore’s economy. In the past 5 decades, 

Scanteak transformed from low-cost manufacturing to one 

that embraces technology, design, and innovation. Therefore, 

helping Scanteak to improve productivity through technology 

in a way is helping promote the “founded in Singapore” 

branding. 



MOTIVATION

Singapore businesses need to foster a spirit of collaboration 

among three key groups, namely the universities, industry and 

the Government, to form a "Triangle of Innovation”… 

Technology we have must be used by our companies." - Heng 

Swee Keat, Finance Minister 
Government

Universities Industry

Source

https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/business/smes-should-collaborate-in-the-face-of-disruption-heng-swee-keat-10618774


CURRENT ISSUE

Lack of dedicated  

IT personnel

Growing  

business

Slow & tedious manual 

Planning
Limited 

Marketing 

Budget



SOLUTION

System



OBJECTIVE

This project aims to provide Scanteak with descriptive and 

predictive consumer analytics on two primary areas of focus: 

Customer and Store profiles, based on our client's wealth of 

offline retail data. 



BENEFIT

Make use of the insights provided to make informed 

management decision such as planning for marketing 

campaign or assigning the right staffs to the right stores to 

provide right customers with the right products and improve 

overall customer experience with limited marketing budget. 



INTENDED USER

Marketing

Logistics

Sales

Management



DEMO



DEMO

Upload Data

Operation Team

Customer 
Dashboard

Management Team
Store Managers

Store 
Dashboard

Management Team
Store Managers

Marketing 
Campaign 

Planner

Management Team



DEMO



DEMO SUMMARY

Problem Solution Impact

Slow & tedious 
manual planning

Website that provide insight for 
quick decision making

Time savings and 
more streamlined 

workflow

Lack of 
dedicated  

IT personnel

Google Cloud solution provide the 
low cost secured solution and easy 

maintenance.

Cost saving and 
limited manpower 

required to 
maintain

Growing 

business

Cloud solution provide scalability 
and easy deployment across the 

world

Cost saving and 
scale according 
to business size 

Limited 
Marketing 

Budget

Insights allow them to better focus 
on segmentation to target

Effective usage of 
marketing budget



USER TESTING



UT 1 

• Venue: SUNGEI KADUT HQ


• Date: 13 Aug 2018 

• Time: 1 - 2pm 


• Duration: 60 mins 


• Number of participants:  3 

• Deduct usability issues based on users’ behaviour.   

• To gather feedback regarding user interface and the developed 

functions from existing user 

• To improve web application based on the feedback 



KEY INSIGHT

Key findings  

• User like the UI design, find it easy to use and useful  

• Insights provide major impact on the company’s operation and 

improve business process effectiveness. 

What they discovered? 

• Tuesday provide highest sales volume for heartland outlets (AMK), 

weekends for central area (Suntec)  

• Customer don’t always visit the closest outlet 



UT 2 

• Venue: Scanteak's Toh Guan Showroom


• Date: 05 Oct 2018 

• Time: 3:30 - 5:30pm 


• Duration: 120 mins 


• Number of participants:  5



UT 2 

• Why are we doing this test ? 

• Gather feedback on developed user interface and developed functions. Major 

change in UI for Store and Customer module.


• Identify potential usability issues


• Gather comments for future improvement


What are the benefits of doing this test? 

Improve overall user experience


Ensuring the dashboard answer the business question


What is the risk of not doing this test? 

The system will be of lower quality and doesn't meet the needs of the business.


Not validating the result will also reduce the usefulness or accuracy of the system.




X-FACTOR
Mid term:

Planned: Actual:

Find out 3 Insights

7 business 

insights for 

business 

optimisation 



KEY INSIGHT

1.Certain customer prefer to give phone number as NRIC instead of 
actual NRIC. 

2.The concentration of customer staying in Bukit Timah matches 
with what they are marketing. 

3.The low density of customer staying in Yishun, Woodland area 
matches with the customer’s target. 

4.They may have lower number of customer aged 45, but they have 
a higher spending per sales. 

5.Parents are likely to place their child’s information for delivery 
verification instead of theirs. 

6.4PM provide the highest sales volume. 
7.Customer are promotion driven, they buy whatever is on 

promotion



KEY INSIGHT



KEY FINDING

1.User were calculating the spending per customer cluster by 
comparing size and revenue 

2.User mention would be good to have the cluster’s name instead 
of number 

3.User were slightly confused by what consequents and antecedent 
means 

4.User feel that knowing customer’s actual HDB size is not as 
important as knowing the type (landed, condo or HDB) 

5.They prefer to see all items pairs for planner, even if there’s a very 
low confidence level



POST TEST RESULT

Benchmark average score: 3 / 5

Rate the overall 
UI design?

Rate the overall 
ease of use?

How useful is the 
dashboard ?

How useful is the 
marketing 

planning tool?

UT 2 4/5 3.8/5 4.4/5 4.4/5

UT 1 3.33/5 3.66/5 4.3/5 -



SUMMARY

Client is very happy with the system. Will start using it for day to 
day operation and provide feedback. 

Will make use of insights generated for upcoming operation and 
marketing planning. 

Looking forward to roll out across other region 



PROJECT MANAGEMENT



TASK TRACKING TOOLS
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BUG METRICS
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CHANGE MANAGEMENT



LIST OF CHANGES

Iter 3
Changing of schedule due to Stackholder’s schedule 

Shifting the schedule of UT and shifting certain tasks around

Iter 7

Updating of schedule for changing of modules  

Sponsor requested for additional function. The additional of 

marketing planning tools means we have to change our schedule. 



RISK MANAGEMENT (deescalated)
Technical Risk:

Human Risk: 

Resource Management:

Likelihood

Impact
Low High

High

1
2

3

Unfamiliar with project technology 
(python, GCP, flask and ML) 

Potential schedule clash due to 
the different in class timetable. 
Additionally, FYP with internship 
concurrently means we could only 
work on our project at night and 
during the weekends.

3

1

2 Limited knowledge on analytics, 
consumer behaviour and digital 
marketing



RISK MANAGEMENT
Technical Risk:

Likelihood

Impact
Low High

High

4

PDPA changes might affect the 
way our application is design and 
structured.

4



COMPLEXITY



ARCHITECTURAL DIAGRAM
Front-end engine

Backend MySQL

App Engine

Version Control

Power by 

Compute Engine

Gitlab

Client

Google Cloud Platform

2.7

IAP Authentication

-  Non-default SSH port

- Uncomplicated Firewall

- Disabled root access

- Disabled password

- RSA key only 

- LogWatch enabled

- Fail2ban enabled 

- Localhost only

- Storage

- IAP Security 

Google Chrome 

Datastore

Aggregated 
Data

Retrieve Data



ARCHITECTURAL DIAGRAM

10.128.0.0/9

35.240.179.186/32



FIREWALL



BENEFIT

“CHEAPER” “SAFER”* “FUTURE EXPANSION”

- ⅓ of AWS/Azure cost


- Redundant Backup

- IAP Security Control


- GDPR & PDPA


- Google Cloud Security

- Multi-Region Support

SourceSource
*Compare to hosting a server physically in HQ

https://blog.serverdensity.com/cloud-pricing-vs-dedicated-pricing-cheaper/
https://kinsta.com/blog/google-cloud-hosting/


SECURITY



CAUSE OF COMPLEXITY
# Iteration Issues Action Taken

1 3
Client requested everything to be done on Google 
standard engine. However, machine learning cannot be 
done on standard. It would require a flexible or VM 
instance.

Adding compute 
engine as the 
backend.

2 5
During integration, we discovered issues with running 
flask and dash concurrently. Therefore we decide to use 
iframe or run dash on flask or flask on dash.

Use iframe to 
integrate dash and 
flask.

3 5
Server log shows unauthorized user from China trying to 
ssh into our compute engine. However, we are not at the 
stage of whitelisting IP currently. Therefore, we need an 
alternative solution for security hardening.

Proceed with 
hardening of server



CAUSE OF COMPLEXITY
# Iteration Issues Action Taken

4 6

We realize gender has no bearing on the 
customer clustering result as purchasing decision 
tends to be made as a family. Therefore, we would 
need a different formula to cluster customer.

Dropping gender and 
use house size, 
household income, age, 
race and district for 
clustering purpose

5 7

Notice high swap on the compute engine system. 
This affects the performance of the system, 
increasing load time by 230% (based on browser 
inspector)

Increase compute 
engine instance size 
from f1-micro to g1-
small and activate auto 
scaling for app engine. 
Adding of gunicorn with 
2 workers threads

6 9
Datastore is too slow, we would require a faster 
system for pulling of data. Hence, the need to dd 
Mysql to contain the aggregated data.

a cron job will trigger 
and aggregate the data 
to MySQL, to reduce the 
size of the data being 
retrieve while increasing 
the processing speed. 



CAUSE OF COMPLEXITY
Attributes Consideration Action taken

Usability Support for different screen size and duration for 
average task

Test on multiple 
screens

Scalability Ability to handle load increase without decreasing 
performance

Google Cloud’s auto 
scaling

Performance Time spend loading, method execution time Google Cloud’s auto 
scaling

Security
Ability of the system to reduce the likelihood of 
malicious or accidental actions as well as the 

possibility of theft or loss of information

Hardening of server 
and implementation of 

security policies

Maintainability Ability of the system to support change Splitting into modules 
that’s independent

Availability Uptime of the system above 99.95% Google Cloud’s 
guarantee

Reliability
Continue to operate due to inaccessible of external 
elements such as database, system and network 

connections

Google Cloud’s 
guarantee



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

•Find out what item customer tend to buy together 

•Or what item would a customer be likely to buy 

given an item that s/he is buying 

•So that Scanteak can bundle or “upsell” their 

item



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

Association Rule Mining 

Given a set of transactions, find rules that will predict the occurrence of an 

item based on the occurrences of other items in the transaction  

    {Table} -> {Chair}, 

    {Bed} -> {Pillow}



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

How?

•We could brute force it and run through all past transactions 

Cons:  

•Highly complex and inefficient



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

Apriori algorithm 
•If an itemset is frequent, then all of its subsets must also be frequent



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

Apriori algorithm 
•If an itemset is frequent, then all of its subsets must also be frequent 

•Support of an itemset never exceeds the support of its subsets  

•This is known as the anti-monotone property of support  



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

Pseudo-code 

Method:  

•Let k=1  

•Generate frequent itemsets of length 1  

•Repeat until no new frequent itemsets are identified  

• Generate length (k+1) candidate itemsets from length k frequent itemsets  

• Prune candidate itemsets containing subsets of length k that are infrequent  

• Count the support of each candidate by scanning the DB  

• Eliminate candidates that are infrequent, leaving only those that are frequent  



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

How it’s done



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

In other words, any superset 

of an infrequent itemset 

must also be infrequent  

– No superset of any 

infrequent itemset should be 

generated or tested  

– Many item combinations 

can be pruned! 
From textbook: Intro to Data mining [Pan, Micheal, Vipin]



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

Evaluation of association rule

•Could potentially generate large amount of rule 

•Is there a principal way to remove “un-interesting” 

associations?



ALGORITHMS (PRODUCT ASSOCIATION)

Lift

•Probability of buying chair given that we buy table divide by probability of 

buying chair. 

•P (Chair | Table) / P (Chair) 

•< 1: probability of occurrence of the antecendent and the consequent are 

independent of each other 

•> 1: the degree to which the occurrence are dependent on one another



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

•Find out WHO are Scanteak’s customer 

•In specific, groups of Scanteak’s customer 

•So that Scanteak can better target and focus on 

the important group



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

K Means
•Partitional clustering approach 

•Each cluster is associated with a centroid(center point) 

•Each point is assigned to the cluster with the closest centroid 

•Number of clusters, K, must be specified



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

What is in each cluster?

AGE AREA OF STAY HOUSE TYPE



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

What can we tell?

Demographic along with a gut feel of the wealth of 

customer



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

Determining the K?
•Eye ball the data 

•But then we realise that while the approach is easy, how is it helping our 

user? 

• 1. Do they have to also eyeball the data when the want to cluster? 

• 2. How would they know that their “eye balling” is creating the optimal number of cluster? How 

would WE know? 

•In other words, we start to wonder, how can we evaluate our results 

principally? 



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

Evaluating K - Sum of Square Error (SSE)



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

Issue with the evaluation

•The larger the K, the lower the error 

•If K is as large as the number of data point, the error is 0 

•So how to tell what is the optimal K?



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)
Finding the “Knee”

The difficulty with defining a knee formally is that “good enough” in one 

system may not be “good enough” in another. Since knees only serve 

as an approximation, operators interpret them differently in different 

situations. Thus, knee detection is an inherently heuristic process



ALGORITHMS (CUSTOMER PROFILE)

source

The point of maximum curvature is well-matched to the ad hoc methods 

operators use to select a knee, since curvature is a mathematical measure of 

how much a function differs from a straight line. As a result, maximum curvature 

captures the leveling off effect operators use to identify knees. 

https://raghavan.usc.edu/papers/kneedle-simplex11.pdf
https://raghavan.usc.edu/papers/kneedle-simplex11.pdf


CURRENT STATUS

Overall Status:  

IN USE &


 GETTING ITERATIVE FEEDBACK 

11/15 Iteration completed  

•3 modules deployed


•1 Client approved


•2 module in pipeline



WHAT’S LEFT?

• ITEM ASSOCIATION  

• CUSTOMIZATION MODULE 

• Naming of cluster


• Deleting of old stores


• GEOSPATIAL MAPS  

• REFINEMENT OF EXISTING MODULES 

• HANDOVER PLAN 

• X Factor: 

• 2 insights per sales person


• 3 insights per management 



WHAT’S LEFT?



LEARNING OBJECTIVES



LEARNING POINTS 

Google Cloud Resources 

- Better understanding of App Engine, Compute Engine, 

DataStore, Storage etc 

- Learning to work around limitation such as maximum file size & 

number of files 

- Learning to work within client’s request and requirement  

- Configuration, deployment and management of App Engine



LEARNING POINTS 

- How to use machine learning for prediction  

- Learning and testing out various algorithm to look 

for the “best” fit 

- Deepen technical knowledge



APPLYING WHAT WE LEARN

MKTG101-
MARKETING

MKTG601-
MARKETING 

MANAGEMENT

MKTG649-
CRITICAL 
THINKING

IS424 - DATA 
MINING & 
BUSINESS 
ANALYTICS

IS303 - 
ARCHITECTURAL 

ANALYTSIS 

IS103 - 
COMPUTATIONAL 

THINKING

MKTG102- 
CONSUMER 
BEHAVIOUR

System

IS306 - IDP

Basic understanding of 
marketing

Applying marketing 
strategy

Root cause analysis

Developing 
consumer profile

Prototype and 
scenario etc

Machine Learning

Architectural design

Optimisation of 
algorithm 

IS202 - DBMS

Database design



REFLECTIONS

I learnt how to properly interpret business 
requirements and turn them into actionable 

technical requirements for the team to work on. 
I’ve also experienced how important 
communication with the sponsor is.

PM & SYSTEM ARCHITECT

I have learnt that the development of a project 
requires constant feedback to keep improving. 
Although being developers, we may think that 
what we produced was good, our clients may 

think otherwise.

FULL-STACK DEVELOPER

Working on this project has allowed me to 
develop a deep interest with regards to data 
analytics and apply various machine learning 

algorithms into our app.

DATA ANALYST & CO-PM

I’ve learnt the importance of analytics and how it 
can be applied to produce useful business 

insights.

QA & CO-DATA ANALYST

I’ve learnt how important integrating the front 
and the backend systems is and working with 
Scanteak was eye-opener as it allowed me to 
fully understand how it is working with a real 

client.

QA & CO-BACKEND ANALYST

I’ve learnt how to create a UI that is simple for 
users and also, meets their needs without being 

too messy. Furthermore, working with the 
marketing team from Scanteak has allowed me 
to understand how information provided from 
data analytics can be used to make business 

decisions.

UI/UX & FRONTEND DEVELOPER



ANY QUESTIONS?



THANK YOU


